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• Can resubmit as often as needed, keep in mind server is busy 
right before the deadline.

• Proposals are reviewed by the ALMA Proposal Review 
Committee (APRC) and the ALMA Review Panels (ARP).

• All proposals subject to Technical Assessment by JAO and 
ARC experts.

• Proposals assessed overall scientific merit of proposed 
investigation and potential contribution to the advancement 
of scientific knowledge.

• Outcome of the Proposal Review Process communicated to PIs 
end of July 2018.

Proposal Review



• A: Proposal was assigned the highest priority and will be 
carried over into Cycle 7 if it is not completed in Cycle 6. 

• B: was assigned a high priority but will not be carried over 
into Cycle 7. 

• C: Scientifically fruitful proposals, will be observed if a 
higher-grade proposal is not available for current conditions.

Proposal Grades



After submission

Phase II
• PIs review their scheduling blocks (check carefully!)
• Change requests go to the Helpdesk, and possibly a formal 

change request
• Be prompt to ensure your project can be observed!

Then wait – dynamic scheduling means your Contact Scientist
doesn’t know when your project will run. As observations are
made, updates are shown in the SnooPI tool on the Science
Portal:

https://almascience.nrao.edu/observing/snoopi



Monitor Project Status: SnooPI

https://almascience.eso.org/observing/snoopi



Monitor Project Status: SnooPI
Listing of PI’ed projects

Check observing status for all 
of your projects at a glance



Monitor Project Status: SnooPI
Listing of PI’ed projects

Approved but SBs not yet prepared

SBs prepared but are not yet in the observing queue

SBs are in the observing queue but not yet taken

Some data has been taken

All the data has been taken

Completed and delivered

Project is timed out

Rejected at proposal review stage

Unknown status



• Subscribe to email notification for updates on changes to 
project status through your Science Portal user profile
– …
– Phase2Submitted
– Running
– Partially Observed
– Fully Observed
– Pipeline Processing
– …

Monitor Project Status:
Optional emails



Optional emails



Optional emails Click Name

Click Profile



Optional emails

Click Checkbox



• Subscribe to email notification for updates on changes to 
project status through your Science Portal user profile
– …
– Phase2 Submitted
– Running
– Partially Observed
– Fully Observed
– Pipeline Processing
– …

Monitor Project Status:
Optional emails

With or without optional emails, PIs always receive 
notification when new data are available



Data Delivery

• Data delivered after passing Quality Assurance (QA)
• Download data from Archive Query and Request Handler tools on the 

ALMA Science Portal
• Delivered data include:

• Calibration tables and diagnostics
• Preliminary images (better products may be possible with more 

careful continuum identification & interactive cleaning)
• Sections 11, 12, 14, and Appendix C of ALMA Technical Handbook



Goals of Quality Assurance (QA) Process

• Ensure reliable final data product
– Desired sensitivity, resolution (as specified by PI)

• Ensure calibration and QA imaging free from major artifacts

• Warning: Errors in PI-supplied parameters are outside scope 
of QA process, including:
– Incorrect source coordinates
– Inadequate frequency specification
– Inadequate sensitivity limits

See ALMA Technical Handbook for details.

https://almascience.nrao.edu/documents-and-tools


Monitor Project Status: SnooPI
Single Project View:

Click here to find QA Report



Data Delivery

• Data delivered after passing Quality Assurance (QA)
• Download data from Archive Query and Request Handler tools on 

the ALMA Science Portal
• Delivered data include:

• Calibration tables and diagnostics
• Preliminary images (better products may be possible with 

more careful continuum identification & interactive cleaning)
• Sections 11, 12, 14, and Appendix C of ALMA Technical Handbook



Data Delivery Email
• Included Links:

– Archive query for the data products package
– Fully-calibrated MS (North America Only)
– CASA download and mailing lists

• Only sent to PI, but the PI can delegate access to others



Project Delegation



Data Delivery Email
• Included Links:

– Archive query for the data products package
– Fully-calibrated MS (North America Only)
– CASA download and mailing lists

• Only sent to PI, but the PI can delegate access to others
• Triggers Start of Proprietary Period

– Usually 12 months



Data Delivery Email
• Included Links:

– Archive query for the data products package
– Fully-calibrated MS (North America Only)
– CASA download and mailing lists

• Only sent to PI, but the PI can delegate access to others
• Triggers Start of Proprietary Period

– Usually 12 months

• Publication Requirements:
– ALMA acknowledgement
– ARC specific acknowledgement



Data Delivery Email
• Included Links:

– Archive query for the data products package
After untarring the processed data, we have a directory tree: 

Project code

Data delivery products…



Data Delivery

• Data delivered after passing Quality Assurance (QA)
• Download data from Archive Query and Request Handler tools on 

the ALMA Science Portal
• Delivered data include:

• Calibration tables and diagnostics
• Preliminary images (better products may be possible with 

more careful continuum identification & interactive cleaning)
• Sections 11, 12, 14, and Appendix C of ALMA Technical Handbook



After Delivery
• Additional QA stage possibly triggered by PI reporting any 

issues underlying:
– Data, observing procedure, calibration

• Re-evaluation of calibrated data products
– Only occurs if QA0 -> QA2 miss something

• Likely results in fix being implemented and products re-
ingested into ALMA archive



After Delivery

• Proprietary period extension (within two months of delivery)

• After two months, extension only until fix is delivered

Proprietary Period               Extension

Problem Reported Fix Delivered



Resources After Delivery
HelpDesk



Resources After Delivery

NRAO Data Reduction Visitors 
https://science.nrao.edu/facilities/alma/visitors-shortterm

• Finaancial support for observers working on ALMA projects (either recently 
observed or archival) 

• Visitors receive access to NAASC computing facilities and expert assistance 
in calibrating, reducing, and imaging their data. 

• Advanced students are welcome and we request that students new to radio 
astronomy come with their advisor 

https://science.nrao.edu/facilities/alma/visitors-shortterm


Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
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The ALMA Archive



How to find the archive
Go to the science portal: https://almascience.nrao.edu
- Click on “Data” and select “Archive”



Find data in archive:
Archive Query

http://almascience.nrao.edu/aq/



Archive Query



Downloading the data:
Request Handler



• All data downloaded as tar files
• Large data sets may be broken into several pieces
• For Cycle 0-5 projects, cannot directly download individual 

data products but potentially coming in Cycle 6…
– FITS images
– Diagnostic plots, etc.

Downloading the data:
Request Handler



The Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA), an international astronomy facility, is a
partnership of Europe, North America and East Asia in cooperation with the Republic of
Chile. ALMA is funded in Europe by the European Organization for Astronomical Research in the
Southern Hemisphere (ESO), in North America by the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF) in
cooperation with the National Research Council of Canada (NRC) and the National Science Council of
Taiwan (NSC), and in East Asia by the National Institutes of Natural Sciences (NINS) of Japan in
cooperation with the Academia Sinica (AS) in Taiwan. ALMA construction and operations are led on
behalf of Europe by ESO, on behalf of North America by the National Radio Astronomy Observatory
(NRAO), which is managed by Associated Universities, Inc. (AUI), and on behalf of East Asia by the
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ). The Joint ALMA Observatory (JAO) provides the
unified leadership and management of the construction and operation of ALMA.

For more info:
https://almascience.nrao.edu/


